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About Me

Hello. My name is Grace-Kayne. I'm sixteen years old. I live in Limerick and attend Coláiste

Nano Nagle. I'm in Transition Year and I've decided to work on this project alone as I knew

that it would've pushed me to the best of my capabilities which it did! I'm a kind and

creative person who enjoys playing various sports like basketball and run track.I love to listen

to music, watch basketball, and take very long walks. I would like to be a P.E teacher in the

near future. Given my love for sports, I made my project sports based.



Summary/Abstract

The aim of my project was to determine if starting blocks truly assist in a sprinter's race or

delays them. I also aimed to find out the most beneficial starting position in a race -

whether it be the two-leg standing start, the third leg start, or the fourth leg crouch start.

My hypothesis was that “if a runner uses starting blocks their running time would be faster

by a few seconds compared to running without them.” For the experiments I asked two

volunteers from both genders to run a race, so that it would be fair and not based on one

gender alone. I calculated their average speed and made them run the course of a hundred

meters twice. One course was run with the starting blocks, and another course without the

starting blocks. This was done to observe the effect of the starting blocks on the average

speed. For the second part of the experiment, they ran the course three times using the

different starting positions. This was done to find out which starting position was most

effective. After the experiments, I analyzed the results obtained and recorded my findings

on a bar chart.

The results provided evidence in favour of my hypothesis, because they did technically

improve by a second practically giving them a better time at their sprint. For the starting

positions I found out that the female benefited more from the fourth leg crouch start

position and the male  benefitted the most from the second leg starting position.



Introduction

The aim of the project was to find out if starting blocks in a short-distance race truly

improves a runner's performance. In the experiment, there were two different sprinters that

ran six times, two of the runs were over 100m once with and another without a starting

block, the other three were for the second part of the experiment which was to find out

which starting position is most beneficial in a sprint. The research question created was “Do

starting Blocks improve a sprinter’s time in a race?” The hypothesis made was “if a runner

uses starting blocks their time running it would be faster by a few seconds compared to

running without them.”

Due to the lack of clarity surrounding the most effective starting position and which one

actually improves a runner’s performance, I decided to engage in this project to clarify the

effectiveness of the starting positions.

According to Dictionary.com, Starting blocks are a device used by runners, especially

sprinters, for increasing their speed off the mark, consisting of a metal or wooden frame,

usually secured to the ground at both ends, with adjustable, triangular-shaped blocks on

each side for bracing the feet. USATF rules (Livestrong) states that, “Starting blocks have

been officially required in races 400 meters and under since 1937.”

Achieving a powerful push off is the major benefit of using starting blocks. Because you’re

already on your feet, you can more easily accelerate from an inert position as well as hit the

ground with greater speed. The blocks allow you to shift your weight to your shoulders and

hands, rather than your lower body and feet. - Livehealthy.chron.com

Starting positions are those positions that you place your body into to prepare yourself for

the beginning of a sprint race, there are three main starting positions.



The Two-point position also known as the standing sprint start is when you commence a

sprint from a standing position. This position is more common among master level sprint

athletes, and longer duration running races.

The Three-point start is very similar to the four-point, except you only have one arm placed

on the ground.

The Four-point sprint start is when you are in a crouched position with both hands on the

starting line, and your front knee leaning over the starting line. Your back knee should be on

the ground next to your front ankle.

On the ‘set’ call, extend both knees so your hips are sitting just higher than your shoulders.

Lean forward and distribute the bulk of your body weight between your hands and front leg.

In this position, the front leg should be bent to approximately 90 degrees and the back leg to

approximately 120 degrees  - Foreverfit Science

Experimental methods

Materials:



● One  PORT a PIT brand Starting Block (UL)

● One stopwatch (Amazon)

● Two Humans

Experimental Procedures:

Each sprinter was informed about the experiment ahead of time.

Each sprinter required adequate rest the day before.

100m Sprint Starting Block Experiment:

1. Before starting,each sprinter was given time to warm up.

2. Time the sprinter running the 100 meter dash without the starting blocks and write time in

notebook.

3. Give the sprinter time to rest.

4. Time the sprinter running the 100 meter dash using starting blocks and write time in a

notebook.

5. Give time for the sprinter to rest.

Carry this out for both sprinters

30m Starting Positions Experiments:



1. Before starting, give a few minutes for the sprinters to warm up.

2. Time the sprinter running the 30m dash using the two-point standing starting

position and write the time in a notebook.

3. Give the sprinter time to rest.

4. Time the sprinter running the 30m dash using the three-point starting position and

write the time in a notebook.

5. Give the sprinter time to rest.

6. Time the sprinter running the 30m dash using the four-point crouch starting position

and write the time in a notebook.

Carry this out for both sprinters

Results

This experiment was conducted to show the effect of using starting blocks when running a 100m

dash and finding out which starting position is most beneficial over a 30m dash. Data table shows

the results retrieved from carrying out the experiments.



The information retrieved showed that both participants got a slightly better sprint from using the

starting blocks. The male improved by 0.86 seconds and the female improved by 1.07 seconds.

From the starting positions the male benefitted the most from the two-point starting positions

getting a time of 3.93 seconds, the female benefitted the most from the four-point crouching

position getting a time of 4.85 seconds.

The table and graph shows the results retrieved from the experiments conducted.

Participant gender

and condition (male

or female? Starting

block or no starting

block? Starting

position 1,2 or 3?)

Sample

size

Time taken to

complete the 1

race in

milliseconds

Female - starting

block

1 12.41s

Male - starting block 1 11.37s

Male - no starting

block

1 12.05s



Female - no starting

block

1 13.48s

Female - 1st starting

position

1 5.26s

Male - 1st starting

position

1 3.93s

Female - 2nd starting

position

1 4.92s

Male - 2nd starting

position

1 4.33s

Female - 3rd starting

position

1 4.85s

Male - 3rd starting

position

1 4.85





The female runners' time taken to run the race without starting blocks was 13.48 seconds, and

12.41s with the starting blocks, the male runners’ time taken to run the race without starting blocks

was 12.05 seconds, and 11.37 seconds with the starting blocks. It is clear that the starting blocks

improves the performance of the runner. In the introduction, I discussed what the starting blocks are

and mainly do to improve a sprinters race, in my experiment, it is very likely that the starting blocks

improved the performance of the runner’s race by shifting their weight to their shoulders and hands

instead of their lower body and feet, therefore, giving them a better start at their race.

Conclusion

The aim of this project was to find out if starting blocks assisted in a sprinters race, and from the

findings gotten from the experiments that I carried out, my hypothesis was in my favour, showing

that indeed starting blocks truly assist in a sprinters race.

To ensure that bias was reduced in this project i made sure that both genders were used so that

people do not think that I preferred one gender over the other. Each runner had at least 8 hours of

sleep and was properly hydrated. There are a few reasons why the data worked out how it did. First

of all, starting blocks are meant to improve a runner’s start, which explains why the starting blocks

were more beneficial and worked better in the 100m sprint. The reason why this experiment

worked so well is because the volunteers had some experience with the starting blocks and positions



whereas if I had someone else with absolutely no experience the outcome would have varied and

been worse.

Professional runners such as Usain Bolt use starting blocks in races, and they have measurable

improvement from them because they train with starting blocks in their practices - livestrong.com.

One main thing that could have been done to make this experiment better is if I had carried it out

more times with more people so that the results mightn’t have been by chance, and even more

accurate.
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